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Abstract— The performance of a 1.7 MVA wind-power doubly

fed induction generator (DFIG) under network fault is studied

using simulator developed in MATLAB-Simulink. The simulator

consists of the DFIG analytical model, the detailed frequency

converter model including passive crowbar protection, and

model of the transformer. The rotor-side frequency converter is

controlled by a modified direct torque control (DTC). Simulation

results show the transient behavior of the doubly fed induction

generator when a sudden voltage dip is introduced with and

without the crowbar implemented.

Index Terms— Wind power, doubly fed induction generator,

DTC, crowbar.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) wind turbines are

nowadays more widely used especially in large wind farms.

The main reason for the popularity of the doubly fed wind

induction generators connected to the national networks is their

ability to supply power at constant voltage and frequency while

the rotor speed varies. The DFIG concept also provides a

possibility to control the overall system power factor. DFIG wind

turbine utilizes a wound rotor induction machine while the rotor

winding is supplied from frequency converter providing speed

control together with terminal voltage and power factor control

for the overall system.

A few years ago, most of the national network codes and

standards did not require supporting the power system from wind

turbine during the fault in the network. Due to increase of the

number of wind turbines connected to the network, new network

codes were issued prescribing how the wind generator has to

support the network during power disturbances in the network.

Therefore it is necessary to carry out accurate transient

simulations in order to understand the impact of the system
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disturbances on wind turbine. The transient simulation analysis is

also a useful tool for the design of the rotor over-current

protection. The over-current protection circuit, so called crowbar

is needed in order to protect the rotor side frequency converter

during disturbances in the network [1].

The most common approach in dynamic modeling of DFIG

for wind turbines is using a space vector theory based model of a

slip-ring induction machine [1]-[5]. This method provides

sufficient accuracy also in case when the voltage dips due to one

or two phase faults in the network [6] are studied. More

advanced transient analysis when effect of magnetic saturation

and skin effect in the rotor winding are taken into account would

require another model of DFIG for example Finite Element

Method model [7].

The transient analyses of the of the DFIG wind-turbine have

been studied in [8] where the crowbar is realized by using of six

anti-parallel thyristors and with an active crowbar in [9].

This paper presents the transient simulation analysis of a 2

MVA DFIG for wind power application under a three-phase

network short circuit. The DFIG is simulated by means of space

vector theory based analytical model of a slip-ring induction

machine together with frequency converter, transformer and

control in MATLAB - Simulink. The rotor-side frequency

converter is controlled by modified DTC control strategy and a

passive crowbar is connected between the rotor and rotor-side

inverter as it is depicted in Figure 1. Simulation results show the

transient behavior of the doubly fed induction generator when the

sudden voltage dip is introduced with and without the crowbar

implemented.
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Fig. 1.  Doubly fed wind-power induction generator with the crowbar.



II. MODEL OF THE DOUBLY FED INDUCTION GENERATOR

The machine equations written in a x-y reference frame

fixed with rotor are:
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The symbols is, ir denote the stator and rotor currents,

respectively, vs, vr stator and rotor voltages and 
sψ ,

r
ψ  stator

and rotor flux linkages in two axis rotational (x-y) reference

frame. Rs, Rr are stator and rotor resistance and Ls, Lr, Lm are

stator, rotor inductances and magnetising inductance,

respectively. The rotor speed is denoted as 
rω . Symbol p

represents the number of pole-pairs, and Te is the

electromagnetic torque. The rated parameters are given in

Table 1.

III. FREQUENCY CONVERTER AND CONTROL

The Frequency converter that supplies the rotor of DFIG

consists of two back-to-back connected voltage source inverters

(VSI).

A. Network Side Converter

The stator-side converter is represented in simulation by a

discrete transfer function

1

1
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where sτ denotes the time constant of the first order discrete

filter. The aim of the control of the stator side inverter is to

supply the DC link and to maintain the level of dc-link voltage

Udc on a pre-set value. Udc is controled by PI controller based

algorithm.

B. Rotor Side Converter

The rotor side converter is supplied from a common DC-link

and the switches are assumed to be ideal. The control of the rotor

side frequency converter is realized by modified DTC strategy

[10] as it is depicted in Fig. 2.

The magnitude of the rotor flux estimate ˆ
rψ  is calculated by

means of Torque and Flux calculator from the measured rotor

currents ira, irb, as
2 2
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where symbols 
_

ˆ
r xψ and _

ˆ
r yψ denote the estimated rotor

fluxes in the two axis reference frame fixed to the rotor. The

rotor flux estimates are
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where rxi , ryi denote the rotor current components in the

two-axis rotational reference frame and _sx ri , _sy ri denote the

stator currents in the same frame.

The magnitude of the grid flux estimate ˆ
gridψ that is used in

control for synchronisation of DFIG with network is also

calculated in Torque and Flux estimator from the measured stator

currents isA , isB and stator voltages vsA, vsB.

The estimate of electromagnetic torque that is an input of

the three-level hysteresis comparator is given by

( )_ _ _ _
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The reference values of the electromagnetic torque Te_ref as

well as rotational speed rω were considered to be constant.

The value of the reference rotor flux magnitude is obtained

from the reference flux calculator as function of the power factor

PF_ref and electromagnetic torque reference value Te_ref.

The torque and flux hysteresis comparators provide logical

output that is used together with 
_

ˆ
r xψ and

_
ˆ

r yψ for switching

pattern establishment defined by an optimal switching table.

TABLE I

RATINGS OF THE GENERATOR

PN
rated power 1.7 MVA

UN, stator
rated stator voltage (line to line) 690 V (delta)

Um, rotor
maximum rotor voltage 2472 V (star)

nN
nominal speed 1500 rpm

fN, stator
rated stator frequency 50 Hz



When the switching pattern is established, a voltage phasor

is applied to the rotor and this voltage will change the rotor

flux. The tangential component of the voltage vector controls

the torque whereas the radial component increases or

decreases the flux magnitude.

IV.  CROWBAR

The crowbar circuit that was used in simulations consists of

a diode bridge that rectifies the rotor phase currents and a

single thyristor in series with resistance Rcrow as it is depicted

in Fig. 3.

The crowbar doesn’t work in chopper mode. The thyristor

is turned on when the DC link voltage Udc reaches its

maximum value

maxdc dcU U≥ (15)

Simultaneously the rotor circuit is disconnected from the

rotor side frequency converter and connected to the crowbar.

The rotor remains connected to the crowbar until the main

circuit breaker disconnects the stator from the network.

The rectified current Icrow can be calculated from DFIG

rotor currents as

ra ra rb rb rc rc( i -i  + i -i  + i -i )/2crowI = (16)

The dc voltage over the crowbar Ucrow is calculated as

_crow crow crow CB semicU R I U= − (17)

where UCB semic denotes the voltage drop over the thyristor.

V. MODELING OF THE NETWORK, TRANSFORMER AND

TRANSMISSION LINE

The network represents the simple model with a three-phase

voltage source in series with a short circuit inductance and

reactance.

The transmission line between the network and the

transformer is modeled with its resistance, inductance and

capacitance by π -equivalent circuit.

The transformer model contains a short circuit resistance

and inductance and stray capacitance of the winding. The

transformer is considered to be linear, i.e. magnetic saturation

has not been taken into account.

Fig. 2.  The Block structure of the modified DTC control of the doubly fed wind-power induction generator

Fig. 3.  Diode bridge crowbar



VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The analysis was carried out in Matlab – Simulink

simulation environment. The fixed simulation time-step was

set to 0.5e-7 and forward Euler method was used.

The operation of the 1.7 MVA DFIG before and during the

fault in the network was investigated by applying constant

torque Tref = – 0.5 p.u. at the constant speed 1.0667 p.u., which

represents a half-power operational condition a of DFIG with

the amplitudes of the stator and rotor currents being about 0.5

p.u in steady state.

The simulation results are presented in per-unit system with

the base values corresponding to the amplitudes of the

respective quantities Vbase = 563 V, Ibase = 2.03 kA, Tbase =

10.9 kNm.

A. Simulation of DFIG under network disturbances without

crowbar

The 3-phase short circuit has been introduced at time

instant 5 s. The fault has been modeled by a stator voltage

reduction down to 35% of the nominal value.

The transient stator current, rotor current and

electromagnetic torque when the crowbar is not implemented

are depicted in Fig. 4, and in detail in Fig 5. Fig. 6 shows the

detailed stator, rotor and DC-link voltage waveforms.

Due to the resulting high transient currents in the rotor with

a peak value more than 3.5 p.u., the DC link voltage rises up

and the protection disconnects the rotor from the DC link by

turning off all positive side IGBTs and turning on all negative

side IGBTs thus short circuiting the rotor. A high transient

current can also be observed at the stator side and its

amplitude is a bit less than 2 p.u.

The electromagnetic torque due to the transients in the rotor

and stator first increases in negative direction down to –1.8

p.u., then rapidly rises in the positive direction up to 1.6 p.u.

and then starts to oscillate. At the time instance 5.3 s, the

stator of DFIG is disconnected from the network by opening

the main circuit breaker because the network fault remains.

B. Simulation of DFIG under network disturbances with

the crowbar

Similarly as in previous case the 3-phase short circuit has

been introduced at the time instant 5 s and fault has been

modeled by a stator voltage reduction down to 35% of the

nominal value. The diode bridge crowbar has been modeled

according to the description in the previous chapter.

The simulated transient stator current, rotor current and

electromagnetic torque, when the crowbar over-current

protection is implemented are depicted in Fig. 7, and in detail

in Fig 8. Fig. 9 shows the detailed stator, rotor and DC-link

voltages during the fault in the network when the crowbar is

turned on. The crowbar dc voltage Ucrow and crowbar current

Icrow are depicted in Fig. 10.

Fig. 4.  Stator current (dash dot), rotor current (dash) and electromagnetic torque

(solid) during network disturbance without the crowbar.

Fig. 5.  Stator current (dash dot), rotor current (dash) and electromagnetic torque

(solid) during network disturbance without the crowbar.

Fig. 6.  Stator voltage (dash), rotor voltage (solid) and DC-link voltage (dash

dot) during network disturbance without the crowbar.



The high transient currents in the rotor with a peak value

more than 2.7 p.u. causes an increase of the DC-link voltage

and the protection disconnects the rotor from the frequency

converter.

At the same time, the rotor circuit is connected to the

crowbar by turning on the crowbar thyristor. The high

transient current rapidly decays down to 0.5 p.u. In

comparison with the previous case the electromagnetic torque

first increases in negative direction and then rapidly in the

positive direction up to 1.6 p.u. and then starts to oscillate.

The oscillation lasts for 0.2 s and at the steady state the torque

is almost zero. The stator is disconnected from the network at

the time instance 5.3 s by opening the main circuit breaker.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Transient behavior of a doubly fed wind-power induction

generator connected to the network and controlled by

modified direct torque control has been studied. The transient

simulation results of a 1.7 MVA DFIG under a three-phase

network short circuit with and without crowbar have been

compared. Comparison shows that when the crowbar is

implemented, the stator and rotor transient current decay

rapidly to value with amplitude lower than 1 p.u and rotor

circuit is properly protected. Simulation results also show that

the amplitude of transient electromagnetic torque is reduced

when the crowbar is activated. On the other hand the

electromagnetic torque oscillates longer than in case without

crowbar. Simulink analytical model of the DFIG together with

control that have been developed and tested are suitable for

including in large simulation structure including a wind

turbine model when the voltage dip due to symmetrical

network fault ride through is studied.

Fig. 7.  Stator current (dash dot), rotor current (dash) and electromagnetic

torque (solid) during network disturbance with the crowbar implemented.

Fig. 8.  Stator current (dash dot), rotor current (dash) and electromagnetic

torque (solid) during network disturbance with the crowbar implemented.

Fig. 9.  Stator voltage (dash), rotor voltage (solid) and DC-link voltage (dash

dot) during network disturbance with the crowbar implemented.

Fig. 10.  Crowbar voltage (dashed) and current (solid).
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